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Abstract: Developing fast-response liquid crystals (LCs) is an essential way to achieve low cost,
high resolution, and good visual experience for augmented reality (AR) displays. In this paper, we
optimized one new nematic LC mixture SNUP01 to meet the requirements of fast-response phase-
only liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) devices in AR displays. The photoelectric performance of this
new LC mixture and three commercial LC mixtures were further comparatively evaluated, and the
2π phase-change response speed of this new LC mixture was extrapolated. The research results
indicate that SNUP01 possesses high birefringence, moderate dielectric anisotropy, low viscoelastic
coefficient, low activation energy, and high figure of merit values. When using this LC mixture at
25 ◦C @ λ = 633 nm, a 2π phase change can be achieved at 5 V with a total response time of up to
millisecond response. Widespread applications of this LC mixture for AR displays are foreseeable.

Keywords: LC mixture; high birefringence; low viscosity; millisecond response; AR displays

1. Introduction

Liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS), as one kind of micro-display technology, combines
the unique light modulation properties of liquid crystal (LC) materials with the advan-
tages of high-performance silicon complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
technology [1]. Meanwhile, it demonstrates high resolution, low driving voltage, high
brightness, and low power consumption, which provides good image quality, suitable pixel
size, and high frame rate [2,3]. It is well known that the LCoS technologies are classified into
amplitude-modulated and phase-modulated types. In terms of commercialized products,
Google Glass and Meta 2 AR glasses have employed amplitude-modulated LCoS devices as
micro-displays, while there are some limitations to dealing with 3D information encoding.
Due to the excellent light modulation capability of phase-only LCoS [4], it has been one
of the attractive hot points in augmented reality (AR) displays [5,6]. For example, both
Microsoft and Oculus have used phase-only LCoS devices in their AR prototypes.

In order to improve the resolution of LCoS devices and to overcome motion image blur
for AR displays, there is an urgent need to develop millisecond-response LC materials [7,8].
Previous studies have reported that dual-frequency LCs [9], ferroelectric LCs [10], polymer-
stabilized LCs [11], and polymer network LCs [12] could achieve millisecond response
time. However, these LC materials also have some insurmountable problems. For example,
it is difficult to provide continuous-phase grayscale using ferroelectric LCs [13]. Polymer
network LCs [14] and polymer-stabilized short-pitch cholesteric LCs [15] both require
operating voltages that exceed the maximum voltage (5 V) for the LCoS devices in AR
displays. Therefore, nematic LC mixtures have received extensive attention to satisfy
these required properties, such as 2π phase change, high resistivity (>1012), and low
operating voltage (≤5 V). In 2017, Chen et al. [16] reported one new LC mixture UCF-N5
with a sub-millisecond response time for AR displays. However, if this LC mixture is
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used in a LCoS phase modulator, the response time would likely be four times slower.
Huang et al. [17] optimized one new LC mixture, LC-1, to process 2.08 ms response time at
a 5.38 V operating voltage for the phase-only LCoS device in AR displays. Subsequently,
our group [18] developed a new LC mixture; its high birefringence (∆n) and large dielectric
anisotropy (∆ε) allowed a thin cell gap (d ≈ 1.5 µm) to be employed in a reflective LCoS
device to achieve a 2π phase change at 5 V and a 2.87 ms response time at 40 ◦C. The
growing scientific interest in fast-response LC mixtures for AR displays has inspired us
to develop more effective LCs for the phase-only LCoS devices to achieve a millisecond
response time.

In terms of the material itself, the response time of LC materials mainly depends on the
properties of birefringence, dielectric anisotropy, and viscosity. There are many previous
reports about how to achieve high birefringence and low viscosity for a fast response time.
For example, Kowerdziej et al. [19] employed some LC compounds based on the structure of
isothiocyano-tolane to formulate a nematic LC mixture 3071 with high birefringence (>0.3).
Previous studies have confirmed that the tolane unit is the most popular chemical structure
in LCs to obtain the properties of large birefringence (>0.25) and low viscosity [20–22].
Meanwhile, the lateral fluorine substituent helps to lower the melting point, enhance
the nematic range, and improve the dielectric anisotropy [20,23]. The difluoroethylene-
terminated groups would contribute to the achievement of low viscosity [24,25].

Based on the above background, in this paper, we selected difluoroethylene-terminated
LCs with a high birefringence and low rotational viscosity as the main components of our
LC mixture, and further optimized the recipe composition to develop a new nematic LC
mixture, SNUP01, through balancing the trade-offs between high birefringence, moderate
dielectric anisotropy, and low rotational viscosity. Meanwhile, we further investigated its
properties, such as ∆n, ∆ε, and viscoelastic coefficient (γ1/K11). The comprehensive perfor-
mance of this new LC mixture and three commercial LC mixtures were further evaluated
by using the figure of merit (FoM) parameter, and the 2π phase change response speed
of this new LC mixture was extrapolated. The research results indicated that this novel
LC mixture effectively overcomes the contradictory relationship between low viscosity,
moderate dielectric anisotropy, and high birefringence, which is conducive to achieving the
millisecond response time at room temperature for phase-only LCoS devices in AR displays.
Therefore, widespread applications of this LC mixture for AR displays are foreseeable. This
high-birefringence LC mixture with a millisecond response time would also have many
potential photonic applications, such as in spatial light modulators, tunable focusing lenses,
and electronically controlled phase shifters in the GHz and THz regions [26–28].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Characterization and Measurements

The mesocrystalline properties of the LC mixtures were tested using a differential
scanning calorimeter (DSC) (Mettler-Toledo, Polaris Pkwy, OH, USA) and a polarizing
optical microscope (POM) (LEICA-DM2500P, Wetzlar, German). Heating and cooling rates
were controlled using a Linkam THMS600 (Redhill , UK) hot stage. Dielectric anisotropy
(∆ε) values were tested using HP-4274 LCR meter (Keysight, Tokyo, Japan). The birefrin-
gence (∆n) values were obtained using phase delay and transient current method [29],
and the viscoelastic coefficient (γ1/K11) values of LC mixtures were tested using the time-
dependent transmittance method [30]. A wide nematic phase temperature range for this
new LC mixture was confirmed by a DSC instrument and a Haier Ultralow Temperature
Freezer DW-86W100 (Haier Biomedical, Qingdao, China).

2.2. Materials

The commercial LC mixture CEJ-1 (noted as P02) was purchased from Xian CaiJing
photoelectric technology Co. (Xian, China). Its clearing point is 61.3 ◦C. The commercial LC
mixture E7 (noted as P03) was purchased from Merck KGaA (Beijing, China). Its clearing
point is 59.3 ◦C. The commercial LC mixture HTD028200-200 (noted as P04) was purchased
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from Jiangsu Hecheng Display Technology Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China). Its detailed LC
performance parameters include a threshold voltage of 1.93 V, saturation voltage of 2.89 V,
milky liquid appearance, specific resistance of ≥2 × 1011 Ω·cm, and clearing point of
93.8 ◦C. The LC cells were purchased from the Northern Liquid Crystal Engineering
Research and Development Centre (Changchun, China). The difluoroethylene-terminated
LCs (3PTGVF, 3GTPVF, 3OGTPVF, and 3GTGVF) were synthesized by us [24], and their
GC purities were all above 99.5%.

2.3. Preparation of LC Mixture

In order to meet the 2π phase change for the LCoS devices, high-birefringence LCs
and thick LC cells are required. The LC materials with large dielectric anisotropy need
to be developed to achieve 5 V driving voltage. To obtain millisecond response time, the
LC materials with both high birefringence and low viscoelastic coefficient (γ1/K11) are
required. Therefore, to simultaneously satisfy the above 2π phase change, 5 V driving
voltage, and millisecond response time, there is an urgent need to develop nematic LC
mixtures with a favorable combination of high ∆n, large ∆ε and low γ1/K11.

Based on the above analysis, we blended four LC compounds (3PTGVF, 3GTPVF,
3OGTPVF, and 3GTGVF), where the mass ratio of all four compounds was 25%, to formulate
a novel LC mixture, SNUP01, with a mass ratio of 1:1:1:1. It is well known that LC mixtures
are mainly formulated by mixing a wide temperature modulation component, a high
birefringence component, a large dielectric anisotropic component, and a LC diluter. The
formulation of SNUP01 is based on the following principles. Compound 3OGTPVF shows
a melting point of 55.39 ◦C, a clearing point of 103.51 ◦C and a nematic phase temperature
range of 48.12 ◦C, which is suitable to be a wide-temperature-range component. Compound
3GTPVF has a high ∆n of 0.285, which is denoted as a high birefringence component.
Compound 3GTGVF displays a large ∆ε of 13.16, which is designated as a high dielectric
anisotropy component. Compound 3PTGVF could be used as a LC diluter component to
regulate the melting point and viscosity of LC mixtures. As shown in Figure S1, the DSC
curve of this LC mixture SNUP01 displays that its clearing point is 59 ◦C, while its melting
point is not detected. Therefore, the storage temperature of this LC mixture is about 5 ◦C
by observing its state in the ultralow-temperature freezer. We put the chemical structure
of each component in LC mixture SNUP01, as well as their basic physical parameters, in
Table 1.

Table 1. The basic physical parameters of SNUP01.

Compounds 3PTGVF 3GTPVF 3OGTPVF 3GTGVF

Structures

Percentage 25% 25% 25% 25%
Tm (◦C) 43.46 33.67 55.39 19.23
Tc (◦C) no data 61.84 103.51 28.29

∆n 0.284 0.285 0.320 0.243
∆ε 10.35 7.76 9.75 13.16

3. Results

Considering the fact that the LC mixtures SNUP01, P02, and P03 possess the ap-
proximate clearing points, we first tested and evaluated the properties of birefringence,
viscoelastic coefficient, dielectric anisotropy, and FoM as a function of temperature and
wavelength for these three LC mixtures. Then, we comprehensively evaluated the optoelec-
tronic properties of the LC mixtures SNUP01, P02, P03, and P04 at room temperature, and
further screened out the LC mixture SNUP01 with the largest FoM value. Finally, we tested
the 2π phase-change speed of the LC mixture SNUP01 and extrapolated its response time
for the phase-only LCoS device.
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3.1. Birefringence

In this paper, we investigated the variation in ∆n with the temperature and wavelength
for three kinds of LC mixtures. The voltage-dependent transmittance (V-T) curves were
measured using photoelectric characteristic equipment; then, they were converted to
obtain the voltage-dependent phase change (V-Φ) curves, and, finally, the ∆n values
were calculated by using the formula Φ = 2πd∆n/λ [2]. We filled each LC mixture into a
homogeneous cell with the corresponding cell gap d = 5.1 µm. They were then fixed onto
a Linkam THMS600 hot stage to control the sample temperature. Using a He-Ne laser
(λ = 633 nm) as the light source, the ∆n values of these LC mixtures were measured during
the nematic-phase temperature interval from 10 to 50 ◦C. Figure 1 shows the temperature-
dependent birefringence curves of these LC mixtures, where the dots are the experimental
data and the solid lines are the curves fitted by Equation (1) [31]. The test results show that
the new LC mixture, SNUP01, has a higher birefringence than those of the commercial LC
mixtures P02 and P03 for all the tested temperatures. At 25 ◦C, the birefringence of LC
mixture SNUP01 is 0.275, which is 1.51 times higher than that of the commercial LC mixture
P02 and 1.27 times higher than that of the commercial LC mixture P03. Moreover, the
birefringence of the LC mixture SNUP01 gradually decreases with increasing temperature,
and its ∆n is about 0.23 when the test temperature is near the clearing point. Based on
the fitting results of the formula, it can be found that the birefringence of the LC mixture
SNUP01 at 0 ◦C (∆n0) is 0.387. All the fitting parameters are summarized in Table 1.

∆n = ∆n0S = ∆n0

(
1 − T1

Tc

)β

(1)

where ∆n0 is the extrapolated birefringence at temperature T1 = 0 K, S is the molecular
order parameter, Tc is the clearing point, and β is the material constant.
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Figure 1. Temperature-dependent birefringence of three LC mixtures at λ = 633 nm.

Meanwhile, to further study the wavelength-dependent birefringence performance,
we employed tunable argon ion lasers (λ = 445 nm, 465 nm, and 520 nm) and a He-Ne laser
(λ = 633 nm) as light sources to test their ∆n values under different conditions. Figure 2a,b
shows the wavelength-dependent birefringence curves of these three LC mixtures at 25 ◦C
and 40 ◦C, respectively, where the dots are the test data and the solid lines are the curves
fitted by Equation (2) [32]. The fitting results are summarized in Table 2. At 25 ◦C and 40 ◦C,
the ∆n value of each LC mixture decreased with increasing wavelength at approximately
the same change rate. At the same test wavelength, the birefringence of the novel LC
mixture SNUP01 was higher than those of the commercial LC mixtures P02 and P03. At
40 ◦C and a test wavelength of 633 nm, the birefringence of the LC mixture SNUP01 was
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0.253, which is 1.60 times higher than that of the commercial LC mixture P02, and 1.35 times
higher than that of the commercial LC mixture P03. It can be seen that SNUP01 has a large
birefringence at any test wavelength and temperature, which allows it to be applied at
different wavelengths of light sources.

∆n = G
λ2λ∗2

λ2 − λ∗2 (2)
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Table 2. The measured physical properties of three LC mixtures.

LC Mixtures
∆n (λ = 633 nm)

∆n0 β
G (µm−2) λ* (µm)

25 ◦C 40 ◦C 25 ◦C 40 ◦C 25 ◦C 40 ◦C

SNUP01 0.275 0.253 0.387 0.146 2.87 2.69 0.277 0.275
P02 0.182 0.158 0.297 0.228 2.15 2.24 0.262 0.244
P03 0.217 0.188 0.331 0.191 2.70 1.84 0.258 0.287

In equation (2), G is the proportionality constant, λ is the test wavelength, and λ* is
the average resonance wavelength.

3.2. Viscoelastic Coefficient

According to the equation τ0 = γ1d2

K11π2 [33], it is known that the response time is directly
related to the viscoelastic coefficient (γ1/K11) of LC materials. The smaller the viscoelas-
tic coefficient is, the faster the response speed is. Therefore, we tested the viscoelastic
coefficients of these LC mixtures with the expectation of obtaining one low-viscosity LC
mixture. We measured the temperature-dependent viscoelastic coefficient (γ1/K11) of these
LC mixtures by using a He-Ne laser as the light source under the following conditions:
test wavelength λ = 633 nm, test voltage = 10 V, and LC cell gap = 5.1 µm. As shown
in Figure 3, where the dots represent the measured data and the solid lines represent
the curves fitted by Equation (3) [34], then the corresponding Ea and A parameters were
extrapolated to obtain the desired results, which are summarized in Table 3. In Figure 3,
the viscoelastic coefficients of these three LC mixtures decreased rapidly at the initial stage
as the temperature increased, and leveled off as they approached their clearing points.
Compared to the commercial LC mixtures, the new LC mixture SNUP01 has a smaller
value of viscoelastic coefficient at any test temperature. For example, the γ1/K11 of the
novel LC mixture SNUP01 was 5.93 ms/µm2 at 25 ◦C, which was 81% smaller than that of
the commercial LC mixture P02 and 63% smaller than that of the commercial LC mixture
P03. By extrapolation, the activation energy Ea of these three LC mixtures was obtained,
and the activation energy of the novel LC mixture SNUP01 was 238.78 meV, which was
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much smaller than those of the commercial LC mixtures P02 and P03. The smaller the value
of activation energy is, the faster the low-temperature response speed is [35]. In addition,
it can be seen that the viscoelastic coefficient of the new LC mixture SNUP01 decreases
gradually with the increase in temperature, and the γ1/K11 value is less than 4 ms/µm2

when the temperature tends to the clearing point temperature, and this kind of LC mixture
with small viscoelastic coefficient and low activation energy can effectively improve the
response time at low temperatures.

γ1

K11
= A

exp(EakBT)

(1 − T/Tc)
β

(3)
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Figure 3. Temperature-dependent viscoelastic coefficient of three LC mixtures at λ= 633 nm.

Table 3. Parameters related to the viscoelastic coefficient of three LC mixtures.

LC Mixture γ1/K11 (ms/µm2) A Ea (meV)

SNUP01 5.93 4.17 × 10−4 238.78
P02 31.33 5.62 × 10−6 388.62
P03 15.94 1.29 × 10−5 350.14

In Equation (3), kB is the Boltzmann constant, Ea is the activation energy, and A is the
proportionality constant, whose values are also summarized in Table 3.

3.3. Dielectric Anisotropy

According to the equation Vth = π
√

K11
ε0∆ε , the dielectric anisotropy (∆ε) of LC materials

is inversely correlated with operating voltage [36], and further affects the response time.
For the high-resolution LCoS micro-display, its maximum working voltage is limited to 5 V.
To reduce the operating voltage, a large ∆ε LC mixture helps to lower the threshold voltage
of the LC device [37]. Herein, we tested the dielectric anisotropy of three LC mixtures,
and the results are shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4a, the dielectric anisotropy is linearly
dependent on temperature, and the ∆ε value of each LC mixture decreases with increasing
temperature. Among them, the commercial LC mixtures P02 and P03 have larger dielectric
anisotropy values, and it can be seen that the dielectric anisotropy value of the new LC
mixture SNUP01 is 5.3 at 25 ◦C.
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For better application in the LCoS devices, we chose 5 V as the maximum operating
voltage for 2π phase change and calculated the V-Φ curves of three LC mixtures in the
LCoS devices. The V-T curves were converted into V-Φ curves at a test temperature of
25 ◦C and a test wavelength of 633 nm [19], and the results are shown in Figure 4b. The
test results indicated that the new LC mixture, SNUP01, can maintain a large phase change
(3.9π) at 5 V and a low working voltage (2.05 V) at the 2π phase. In addition, its threshold
voltage is 1.3 V. According to the formula Φ = 2πd∆n/λ, when using this LC mixture, the
LC cell gap could be reduced to improve the response time while achieving the desired 2π
phase modulation.

3.4. Figure of Merit

Figure of merit (FoM) is an important parameter for evaluating LC performance [21,34].
In general, if the FoM value is larger, the response performance of LC material is better [20].
In order to further evaluate the response time of these LC mixtures, we calculated their
birefringence and viscoelastic coefficient values according to Equation (4) [34], and obtained
their FoM values at different temperatures. As shown in Figure 5, the FoM values of three
LC mixtures showed an increasing trend as the temperature increased. However, as
the temperature approaches the clearing point, their FoM values drop sharply, which
is mainly due to the sharp decrease in their ∆n values. The FoM values of LC mixture
SNUP01 are much larger than those of the commercial LC mixtures P02 and P03 at any
temperatures. Although the ∆n and γ1/K11 values of LC mixture SNUP01 both decrease
with the increasing temperature, the decreasing rate of ∆n is much smaller than that of
γ1/K11, which brings a gradual increase in the FoM values with the increasing temperature.
The maximum FoM value of the LC mixture SNUP01 was 14.70 µm2/s at 45 ◦C. The
maximum FoM values of LC mixtures P02 and P03 were 3.81 and 1.54 µm2/s at 40 ◦C,
respectively. It is noted that among these LC mixtures, SNUP01 displays the largest FoM
value, meaning it is expected to achieve the fastest response time.
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FoM =
∆nK11

γ1
(4)

In Equation (4), K11 is the splay elastic constant, ∆n is the birefringence, and γ1 is the
rotational viscosity. All of these parameters are temperature-dependent.

3.5. Comprehensive Evaluations

Based on the above analysis and test results, we further evaluated the comprehen-
sive performance of four LC mixtures, SNUP01, P02, P03, and P04, at room temperature
(25 ◦C) [38]. As shown in Table 4, LC mixtures P02 and P03 have a large dielectric anisotropy
(>10) and activation energy (>350 meV), while their small birefringence and large viscoelas-
ticity coefficients lead to small FoM values. Obviously, the viscoelastic coefficient of P03
is nearly half that of P02, making its FoM value large. Compared with P02 and P03, P04
belongs to the high birefringence LC mixture, and possesses a relatively lower dielectric
anisotropy and a medium viscoelastic coefficient. Its higher birefringence mainly con-
tributes to a larger FoM value. After the optimization of formulation performance, our
new LC mixture SNUP01 presents the highest birefringence, lowest viscoelastic coefficient,
and a moderate dielectric anisotropy, which balances the trade-offs among them in the
LC mixture formulation. To the best of our knowledge, SNUP01 is a rare LC mixture that
could achieve high ∆n (~0.28), very low γ1/K11 (5.93 ms/µm2), and relatively moderate ∆ε
(5.29) at the same time at room temperature. Therefore, SNUP01 is the most promising LC
mixture to achieve millisecond response time for 2π phase change at 5 V operating voltage.
In addition, compared to the other three commercial LC mixtures, SNUP01 has the smallest
activation energy and largest FoM value.

Table 4. Comprehensive performance of four LC mixtures at 25 ◦C.

Parameters SNUP01 P02 P03 P04

∆n 0.275 0.182 0.217 0.262
∆ε 5.29 11.37 10.77 7.41

γ1/K11 (ms/µm2) 5.93 31.33 15.94 16.09
Ea (meV) 238.78 388.62 350.14 268.30

FoM (µm2/s) 12.77 1.06 2.95 4.27
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3.6. Response Time

After a thorough comprehensive evaluation, we screened out the LC mixture SNUP01
as an object for further research to test its response time at room temperature due to the fact
that it has the largest FoM value among these four LC mixtures. From Equations (5)–(7) [33],
it can be seen that the switching time (rise time and decay time) between two grey levels (V1
and V2) for a LC phase modulator is determined by the LC cell gap, viscoelastic coefficient,
threshold voltage, and operating voltage. The rise time and decay time curves of SNUP01
at a 2π-phase change voltage (V2π) are shown in Figure 6a,b, respectively. After careful
calculation, the rise response time τon is 35 ms and the decay response time τoff is 15 ms;
therefore, its total response time τtotal is 50 ms. To achieve 2π phase change for the reflective
cell, the required cell gap is twice as thin as that of the corresponding transmissive cell,
which in turn leads to a 4× faster response time. Therefore, the total response time for
the reflective cell is 12.5 ms, as shown in Table 5. Since the allowed V2π works at 5 V, the
required cell gap can be reduced from 5.18 µm to 2.66 µm. According to the reference
method [39], the extrapolated response time for the rise and decay time is 0.99 ms and
3.94 ms, respectively. After converting the transmissive LC cell to the reflective LC cell,
the final total response time for the reflective device at V2π is 1.23 ms, which is a 4×
faster response time than that of the transmissive device. In the same way, we tested and
calculated the extrapolated response times of the other three commercial LC mixtures to
the corresponding reflection cells at 2π phase transition and 5 V operating voltage. The
response times for P02, P03, and P04 were 10.89 ms, 5.51 ms, and 4.20 ms, respectively.
Compared to commercial LC mixtures, the SNUP01 not only has the largest FoM value,
but also the fastest response time. Overall, LC mixture SNUP01 can satisfy the phase-only
LCoS device to achieve millisecond-response time, 2π-phase change, and 5 V operating
voltage for AR displays at room temperature.

τon =
τ0

(V2/Vth)
2 − 1

(5)

τo f f =
τ0∣∣∣(V1/Vth)

2 − 1
∣∣∣ (6)

τ0 =
γ1d2

K11π2 (7)
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Table 5. Measured response time of transmissive LC cells with d = 5.18 µm, and the extrapolated
response time to the corresponding reflective cell at 25 ◦C.

LC Mixture d (µm) Vth (V) V2π (V) τon (ms) τoff (ms) τtotal (ms) Transmissive τtotal (ms) Reflective

SNUP01
5.18 1.30 2.05 35.00 15.00 50.00 12.50
2.66 1.30 5.00 0.99 3.94 4.93 1.23

P02
5.18 0.69 1.90 36.05 64.00 100.05 25.01
4.13 0.69 5.00 2.92 40.63 43.55 10.89

P03
5.18 0.88 2.10 31.56 43.06 74.62 18.66
3.52 0.88 5.00 2.09 19.93 22.02 5.51

P04
5.18 1.13 2.20 56.14 44.22 100.36 25.09
2.93 1.13 5.00 2.69 14.11 16.80 4.20

4. Conclusions

In summary, we developed a new LC mixture, SNUP01, to achieve a fine balance
between high birefringence, moderate dielectric anisotropy, and low viscoelastic coefficient
at room temperature. After a thorough comprehensive evaluation, SNUP01 shows a high
birefringence (∆n) of 0.275, a moderate dielectric anisotropy value (∆ε) of 5.29, a low
viscoelastic coefficient (γ1/K11) of 5.93 ms/µm2, a large figure of merit (FoM) value of
12.77 µm2/s, and a low activation energy (Ea) of 238.78 meV. Therefore, its extrapolated
response time to the corresponding reflective cell at 2π-phase change and 5 V operating
voltage is 1.23 ms, which satisfies the millisecond response time for the phase-only LCoS
devices in AR displays.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at:
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/photonics10091062/s1, Figure S1: DSC traces of SNUP01.
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